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Abstract. Two simple but powerful tools. are introduced in LR theory, viz. item grammars and 
parsing automata. Parsing automata are used to define a kge class of correct prefix parsers 
operating in linear time. DeRemer’ i and Pager’s parsing methods turn out to be special cirses. LL 
and LC tests, as well as incl~ion theorems for the classes of LL, LC, and LR grammars wilt be 
based on parsing automata, too. 
1. Introduction 
It is not a simple task to give a convincing explanation ofthe commonly used LR(k ) 
definition. There are detailed tutorials on LR parsing which do not even state it 
[l, 211. The technical apparatus for a presentation of LR theory along the now 
traditional lines of [2] involves alot of tedious details which may prove the results but 
certainly obscures the ideas. A compr&ensive and formal treatment using these 
.nethods is contained in [ 131. We claim that basically simple ideas and a few clever 
tricks are sufhcient to explain and prove correct in an intuitively clear snd still formal 
way Knuth’s original LR algorithm [25] and DeRemer’s [9,10] and PagerL [27] 
variants. 
We shall see that a grammar isan LR(k) grammar if and only if the straightforward 
nondeterministic bottom-up parsing algorithm for this grammar can be made 
deter~~stic by eliminating supe~~uou~~ moves. From this a characte~tion of LR 
grammars by certain regular sets will be immediate, These sets will be generated by 
special right-linear grammars, the iten0 grammars, from which we derive finite 
automata, the ~ars~~~ automata, by well-known methods. Parsing automata will be 
used to define correct prefix parsers operating in linear time. DeRemer’s and Pager’s 
methods will turn out to be special cases where only Pager’s method requires ome 
effort. 
The usual tests for the LL(k) condition (if k a 2, [2% 311) Esnd the LC(k) condition 
(if k’ 2 1, [3Q, 331) are complicated and ~mpletely di~ere~~t from the LRfk) test, 
Therefore, itshould not surprise that the formal proof of these tests and & inttitively 
clear theorems relating the LL(k), LC(k) and LR(R) parsing methods use ten 
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and involved arguments [%, 30,331. In this paper we shall give theoretically simple 
tests for the LL(K) and LC(k) properties which are based on parsing automata and 
which are very similar to the LR(I<;) test. These tests make possible r zw inclusion 
theorems for the classes of LL, LC and LR grammars and allow simple proofs of the 
well-known inclusion thesrehzs. Moreover, an efficient and r&her surl?risiijg I C(1) 
test will be based on parsing automata. 
We use the definitions and notations of [2] with some minor modifications (set Fig. 
l)Joteac,u&andu=u = E if k = 0. Throughout, G = (N, 2, I& S) is an arbitrary 
but fixed grammar which does not allow S &, S and does not have useless variables. 
There is a special symbol I E C which does not appear in the production rules, i.e., 
n c N x ( V - {I})*. All strings analysed by our parsing algorithms are assumed to -. 
end in Ik so that I acts as an end marker. We let # denote Ik. If the sequence 
7~ En* is to be concatenated with the rule A + /3 E I7 we write A + ,fh. We write 
k:w=u if MI = uz for some z and if lul = k (see also Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1 
2. LB(k) definition 
Considering a pushdown-automaton whose move relation esser tially agrzcs with 
r:he relation II- defined by 
(a& 2, n) II- (& z, A + pn) whenever A + 6 E IT, (1) I 
for all a E C, (2) 
is one of the two usual ways of proving that context-free languages can be accepted 
by pushdown-automate . %Ioves according to (1) and (2) are called reductions and 
shifts, respect: ; ely . The relation reflects right-most derivations. Induction proves its 
essential property (of. [2, Lemma 2.25]), viz. that it can parse all and only the strings 
in the language generated by the grammar. 
s s z H (E, 2, E) If (S, E, TT). (3) rm 
The relation it- describes the behaviour of a nondeterministic machine, This 
machine has to be modified if it is to be used for a practical purpose. 
make the machine deterministic by allowin fewer moves, which means that we have 
to look for subsets I- of II- which are partial functions. ext, the machine is simplified 
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by permitting only k symbols of lo&ahead for some fixed k 
requiring 
3 0, which is achieved by 
(a& .z, w) !- (aA, z, A + @?z) A k:z = k:y t icuJ3, y, tr’) I- (aA, y, A +plr’), 
(4) 
(#, at, W) t- (@z, z, W) n k:az = k :by > ($, By, ?r’) t- ($bp y, d. (5) 
Of course, b # Q is impossible in (5) for k > 0. At last, we ensure that these 
modifications preserve the parsing power of II- by requiring 
s#+w# # (E,W#,E$(S, #,W) (6) 
where we append k endmarkers to provide sufficient lookahead. Note that ‘<’ of (6) 
holds for all t- c it-. 
Defiaitbn 2.1. A relation /- :r I- is a (s&0-redace j parsing relation (using k symbols 
of lookahead) if (4)-(6) are satisfied. The symbol I- is reserved for parsing relations. 
A relation is deterministic if it is a partial function. A grammar is an LR (k) grammar 
if it allows a deterministic parsing relation. Note that S +L S was excluded. 
LR(k) grammars are unambiguous because of (6). We note that all bottom-up 
parsing methods including precedence and bounded-context techniques use parsing 
relations. Among the many parsing relations we can single out a relation l-C which is 
best possible in the following sense: Any relation t- c It- using only k symbols of 
lookahead is a parsing relation iff t--= s t-. Therefore, t-= is the uniquely determined 
minimal parsing relation and is deterministic iff we are dealing with an LR(k) 
grammar. In order to find an explicit description of t-C we keep in mind that all 
parsing relations invert rightmost derivations because of (1) and (6j. Therefore, we 
conjecture th.at a parsing relation must reduce by A + fi whenever a rightmost 
derivation applies A + p :and that a parsing relation must shift whenever shifting can 
letad to a configuration which calls for a reduction. The next lemma expresses this 
idea in formal terms. 
Lremma 2.2. For any parsing relation t- 
S # 2 cuAw 2 a@w > (q3, w, 6~) t- @A, w, A + /3~), (7) 
:k 
S # t-2 pBw =3 p6w = $ayw t ($, ayw, 7r) t- (#a, yw, 7r). 
rm rm (8) 
. From (6) one obtains for any parsing relarion l- 
3% % arAw sa zw > (E, zw, E:) 2 (cwA, w, ?I’) M . 
(9) 
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by induction on the length of 3%. As there are no useless variables we may apply (9) 
to (7) which yields (E, zw, 6) I-* (aA, w, A + /3?r) for some z, n: Obviously, this is 
impossible unless (a& w, 7r) t- (aA, w, A + @rr). Concerning (8) we find 
(E, zayw, E) I-* (pB, w, B + SW) se that (E, zayw, 8) t-* (~8, w, W) = (Jlay, W, TT) 
which entails (I/& ayw, W) I- (#a, yw, n). 
Lemma 2.2 and (4) imply for any parsing relation I- 
S # % shy * @uy s (a& uz, n-) I- (aA, uz, A + @VT) rm rm (10) 
which is the reason for the next definition (cf. [S]). 
efinitia .2. The U?(k) context of A + p is the set defined by 
LRC$l. + p) = LRC(A + p j 
={a@u[3w:S# %aAuw=+a@.~w} ml rm 
inhere we recall a, @ E V*, u E J?, w EC*. Moreover, we define 
LRC,G(I?) = LRC(l7) = u LRC(A + 8). 
A+3dZ 
Lemma 2.3. A relation t- C_ It- which satisfies (4) and (5) is a parsing r-elation iff (11) 
and (12) hold where 
a@ E LRC(A + p) > (a& uw, tr) t- (aA, uw, A --, @T), (11) 
3x#s:@xELRC(l7)~k:aw=u>(#,aw,Ir)t-(#a, w,m). (12) 
Proof. The if part is proven by straightforward induction. As for the only-if part< 
(11) follows from (10). Concerning i.12) we assume n # E A #ux E LRC(n) A k : aw = 
u and obtain a derivation 
S# $pBr *p& =&.4x* 
rm l-m 
for some strings p, B, 6, z. Writing ux as ux = by Lemma 2.2 says 
(& oyzI m-)I- ($b, yz, n). Eq. (5) and k : by = k : ux = u = k : aw imply (I,& aw, w) 
M#a, w de 
This lemma gives us the IT’ eans to define the minimal parsing relation for any given 
gralmmar. This relation is crilied the canonical relation” 
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efidion 2.3. The (canonical) LR (k) parsing redtition l-i: is defined by 
3x f E: #UX E LRC(I?) A k: aw = US (@, aw, W) i-c ($a, w, 7~) 
2.3 the LR( k) parsing relation is a parsing relation, indeed, and satisfies 
k-- s k for any parsing relation I-. Hence, a grammar is LR(k) iff t-, is detlerministic. 
that is, ifi 
~u~LRCjA-,6?)nLRC(B-*S)>A~P=B-,S, 
#u E LRC(I;I) A #wx E LRC(U) > x = E. 
Combining the two formulae gives us the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. A gycirtmar is LR(k) iff 
&wzLRC(B+S)A~UELRC(A+~)~X=~:AA+~=B+S. (13) 
The next theorem makes our LR( k) definition equivalent o the usual definition as 
given in [ 123. Note that (13) and (15) differ only in the letters x and CT. We recall that 
we require x E C* but allow cr E V* SO that (13) is a trivial consequence of (15). It is a 
common error to consider (14) and (15) equivalent [2, 5, 9,20,25,32], This error 
does not affect the theory of LR parsing since (15) is not needed as will be seen in the 
sequel. 
Theorem 2.5. Condition (13) is equivalent o 
;6 # 2 cuAuw 2 @uw A s # .+ yBvx 2 aPuy > 
>d=yB~vx=uy. (14) 
Condition (13) is equivalent o (15) iff k 2 1. 
~&MLRC<B+S)A~UELRC(A+~)~~=E ~Bf-*d=A+@f. (15) 
Proof. The proofs of similar theorems of [26] may be adapted to shaw the 
equivalences (see [18] for details). The non-equivalence cla.imed for k = 0 is proven 
by the LR(O) grammar with the rules S + aB, B l + E because of 
3. Parsing automata 
Obviously, the key to shift-reduce parsing is the computation of the L 
contexts. They are well known to be regular but the proofs of this fact [5,:25,26] yield 
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parsing methods of merely theoretical interest. Practical methods involve ‘items’, 
‘collections ofsets of items’ and ‘GOTO-functions’. We shall see shortly that these 
notions describe a deterministic, finite automaton which computes the LR(k) 
contexts. In this way the between the theoretical nd the practick LR methods 
will be closed. For this purpose we introduce asimple formalkm deal kng with items 
where an item (of degree k) is a quadruple (A, LY, /9, u) such that A + u#? E Ji7, u E Sk. 
Items are denoted by [A + Q! ./3, u]. Empty strings are omitted frequen$, so that e.g. 
[A+ar.~,u]=[Awx., u]and[A+&.@,e]=[A+.j3]. 
ition 3.1. The item grammar (of degree k) of a grammar G is (& v {[S]}, N u 
X, & [S]) where Ik is the set of item9 csf degree k and 
u{[A+a. B/3, 4]+[B + .S,v]lvEfi~t(pu)AA-,a~~8,B~SEn} 
v ([S] + [S -;’ .a, #]lS*+a EII) 
first(pu) = fi&$u) = (v 13x: pu 2 vx}. 
Item grammars are refined versions of the grammar9 used by Knuth [ZS] to 
compute the LR(k) contexts. They have been used at least since 1973 [141 and were 
rediscovered independent;; by a number of persons including the author. They do 
not seem to have appeared in the literature xcept for the reports [IL I, 181 and the 
manuscript [lS]. The corresponding ondeterministic Cte automata were used in 
[24,3 51. The next lemma relates rightmost derivations ina grammar tcl derivations in
this item grammar. We shall use [ 1, [ 11, . . . to denote items. 
a 3.1 (Item lemma). 
3j:[ l&L l~nj:=l~l x 3A,a,p,~:[ ]l=[A+~.yp,~] 
,A [ 12 = 54 ‘,~74,4 4* ) 
36 30, w: flu &Jaw =aJpovw = yatlw 
rm rm 54 
where we exclude [ ]I= [S] in (1). 
Note that j e lyl is kpossible in (2). (1) is obvious. r the proof of ‘<’ of (2) 
induction on the length i of +r”, . The case i = 0 is simple. If i > 0, the syntactic 
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variable C shown explicitly, was introduced in some step u + 1 G i so that we may 
write 
Applying the induction hypothesis to (3) yields 
The rule [B + S . CS’, k: y] + [C + . pa, v] is a consequence of (3). The derivation 
[C-i* .pu, u] &C + p . (P, zij is obvious. This proves ‘ -C ‘. The other half of the 
proof is a straightforward inductive exercise. 
Note the similarity of this proof to the proof of Theorem 5.10 of [2] concerning the 
‘validity’ of items. A similar lemma appears in [ 111, too. The lemma provides the key 
to computing the LR(k) contexts. 
Theorem 3.2. #u E LRC(A + p) # [S] % $[A + &, u]. 
As the item grammar is right-linear all the LR(k) contexts are regular sets and can 
be accepted by finite automata. The simple structure of the item grammar allows us 
to construct effectively a single finite autolmaton which can recognize all LR( k) 
contexts in a certain sense. The method of choice is the well-known subset clun- 
struction for Elondeterministic: automata as presented in [X6]. 
Definition 3.2. The completely specified automaton is the finite automaton Vl, = 
(v(I), V, S,, qm, 0)’ where ‘@(I) is the power set of I = Hk u{[S]} and where 
for all q s I, X E K 
The automaton obtained from !!I,, by deleting inaccessible states* and the empty 
state is denoted by %, = (Q=, V, S,, q=, 0) and is called the (cananicd) LR (k) 
autwwron. Fig. 2 gives an example. 
A moment’s reflection shows that Q, is the ‘canonical collection of sets of items’ 
and that S, is the GOTO-function of [2]. The transition graph of the LR(k) 
automaton is the ‘characteristic graph’ defined in [6]. Note that we do not need an 
algorithm to define 8, and Q, which will be a great help in the proofs. Nevertheless, 
an algorithm which computes 8, and Q, is an immediate consequence of the usuztl 
finite state techniques, We extend the transition functions of finite automata from 
’ The notion of a ‘final state’ is not needed :r the sequel. Hence, the set of final states may be empty. 
* A state is inaccessible if it is not part of any path emanating from the inil ial state. 
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B-cdd. ,a d B- cd.d ,Q 
A-dd. ,b A-d.d ,b 6 
I 
d 
A-dd. ,a 
A-d.d ,b 
Fig. 2. The LR(1) automaton for the grammar Gl with the rules S+ Aa, S + aTAb, A + CA, A -) dd, 
S + B6, S -, dBa, B + cdd. The initial state is doubly framed. L(G1) = c+dda w dc+dd6 u cddb u dcdds 
letters to words in the usual way and note 
whenever 8,” is defined for qc and $. Combining this formula with Theorem 3.2 giver 
us 
so that he LR(k) automaton may be used to compute the LR(k ) relation. In order to 
avoid repetitions we introduce more general automata before drawing the obvious 
conclusions from (5). 
rshg automaton (of de 
inasc&ble states uch th 
k) is a finite 
s ?@(I),, and qcs s 
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Of course, this makes the LR(k) automaion a parsing automaton. A set q crf items is 
consistent if the two conditions 
IA-,B.,u]Eqh[B-,s.,u]Eq > A-,p=Bh& 
[A+a. a& v]Eq A[B+S., u]cy z uEfirst(afiv) 
are satisfied. A parsing automaton isconsistent if all its states are consistent. See Fig. 
3 for an example. 
Note that this definition encompasses allthe parameterized algorithms of [KS]. 
1 a [7=iYi 
E - .E+T 
/F-C.a 
F-.(E) 
IF-.(E) Jr*,+, 
a 
F-a. 
T-T*it,F ,I,*,+,1 
F-.a ,L*)r+cJ.r- 
F-. (E 1 .I .w,+.l 
4 
w ’ E -E+T. ,b, IA + E 
T-d.uF ,B,*,+J _,m 
Fig. 3. A parsing automatr>n of degree 01;s fm the gimiabai :IththerulesE+E+T,E+‘P: T+T*K 
T + F, F + a, F + (E). Eeacln line represents everal items, e.g. line ‘E + E + . T, ), +, 1’ represents 
[E + E + . T, )J, [E + E + . T, + J, and [E+ E + . T, _L 1. The initial state is doubly frrtmed. 
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For parsing automata we have 
3.3. For all parsing automata 
#uELRC(A-+@) > CA+Lu]~~*(qa,9), (7) 
3x # & : &4x E LRC(I%l) > 3[A + QI . a& V]E S*(q,, $1: u E tirst(a@v). (8) 
I?:;* Ae LR(k) autr;matorr the reversed implications hold, too. 
I%vMI~. (7) is a consequence of (5) and (6). For the proof of (8) suppos?z x # E A J/ux E 
E.Z.~.I(.B -B 6). Then #ux may be written as #ux = $ayv% LRC(.R + 6) so that 
TIearea 3.2 and the structure of the item grammar gives us a deriva*tion 
for.some A, a, p, y. If @ E C*, then y = p n v = v’ so that u E firsi(apv) is immediate. 
OtherwJise, we apply the item lemma to find a derivation 
apt, $ ~Bv’w + wlsv’w = ayv’lv = uxw 
rm rm 
and, again, u E first(aklu). Finally, [A + Q) . a& v] E S*(qo9 #) is a consequence of (4) 
and (6). 
The reversed implication for (7) holds true by (5). Concerning (8), suppose that 
[A + a . a& v] is given accordingly. If p ti C* the choice of u gives us a derivation 
a@ & yBv’w + yzv’w wEnereu=k:yzv’Ay#E 
rm 
because afl E 23’. Using the item lemma and (7) we conclude 
tB 3 2 l 9 v’l E 8,” UC (40 49, Yd = 8,” (40 rLyd 
so that #yzv’ E LRC(I7) by (5). Rewriting rhyrv’ as #ux verifies our claim. The r a 
p EC” is still simpler. 
A grammar is LX(k) iff its LR(k) automaton is consistent. The LR(r*) 
cestomaton is consistent iff there is a consistent parsing automaton. 
This theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 2.4. 
Combining Lemmata 2.3 and 3.3 allows us to associate parsing relations with parsing 
automata. These p ---+ O1O..lg relations require repeated computations of S* which 
consumes too rlrrlcb time for practical purposes. The following relation I= avoids the 
use o~i S* by stat ing states of the: parsing automaton. nstead of using configurations 
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(Xl l l l Xn, z, 7~) as used by parsing relations this relation is based on configurations 
x9 (IO191 l l l q,,, t, ?r) where Vi: S(qi-1, Xi) = 4i 
SC that a*(q,, XI 9 9 l xn) = qn. 
efidtion 3.4. We define the relation I= by 
and by 
In this definition qo is the initial state of the parsing automaton. The relation b is 
deterministic if the parsing automaton is consistent. The relation parses correctly all 
sentences in the language which may be v&ified by straig,htforward induction. The 
next theorem formalizes this statement. It holds true for all parsing automata. 
Theorem 3.5. 
S*a’-3w # 3P2 SlqlF..*,qn:[S*a!*:,, #]Eqn 
rm rm 
A (E, qo, 8’ # , E) f (a, qoql l ’ l qnr #,d- 
4. Core-restricte& parsing automata 
Usually, LR parsing algorithms do not stack vocabuli;.ry symbols, that is, they 
employ configurations (qoql l l l qn, z, 7~) rather than (#, qoql l - l qn, z, w) which is a 
major improvement. The relation b of Section 3 needs $ only when checking 
whether 6 is a suffix of 9 while reducing by a rule A + /3. ?W do not need ($I any more 
and can avoid stacking symbols, therefore, if we restrict ourselves to parsing 
automata which satisfy 
The next definition introduces a class of automata which guarantee \ ‘i ba 
DefinMonr 4.1, Let ‘8: = (Qz, V, SE, q:, 0) be the LR(O) automaton and define the 
function co.re : Ik + IO by 
A parsing automaton )2r: is core-restricted if core(qo) = q: and if core generates a 
homomorphism from % onto a,“, i.e., if 
core@(q, X)) = &csre(q), ) for all q E Q, 
For ah k 3 0, the LR(k) automaton is core-restricted which can be seen by 
inspecting its definition (Definition 3.2). By induction (2) implies 
core(S”(q0, #)I = a,D *(core&-d, 44 = a,“* (d, Jr). (3) 
Exampie 4.1. Fig. 3 shows acore-restricted parsing automaton, whereas the parsing 
automaton of Fig. 4 is not, since 
core(a(m/c)) =core( pi) = ‘Cl 
- 
and 
Nevertheless, the parsing automaton of Fig. 4 is consistent an5 satisfies (1). 
state P 
Fig. 4. A not core-restricted parsing automaton for the grammar G2 with the rules S+ uAu, A + 4 
S+bBb,B-W. 
To prove (1) for core-restricted automata suppose [A + a . p, u] E S*(qo, I&. ‘The* 
[A + a . p J = core([A + ar . p, u]) E core(S*(qO, 9)) = Sf *(qz, #) 
and 
(4) 
by the properties of LX(k) automaLta and the item le 
Core-rcstrk?ed ar,tomata generate parsers with good error detection capabilities. 
These parsers reacl a portion of the input string oniy if it is a prefix of a word in the 
language, that is, tkesc parsers are correct prefix parsers. 
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We refer to grammar G2 of Fig. 4 and compute for the relation I= 
(e, 0, bcda, E) I= (b, 02, cda, E) I= (Lx, 024, da, E ) I= (bed, 02 
But bed is not a prefix of a word in the language, i.e., bc&* nL(G2) =@l where 
L(G2) = (acda, bcb). 
In more formal terms, we claim for parsers generated by core-restricted parsing 
automata 
k 40, yw, 4 g (rL, 40 “‘q,,w,w) > 3z:S#~y*. (5) 
For the proof of (5) recall # +& y so that it is sufficient to prove u,kr E LRCo(lT) for 
some o. Note that S*(qo, #) = qn is define&d and not empty. If [A + Q! . p, u] E 
6*(qo, $), then (4) and Theorem 3.2 imply $$? E LRC&I). 
We shall now discuss another advantage of core-restricted parsing automata: if 
consistent hey generate parsers operating in linear time, i.e., the number of steps 
executed by such a parser up to any moment of its operation is bounded by a linear 
function of the length of the portion of the input string which was read up to this 
moment. Note that operating in linear time implies halting on every input string in 
linear time whether or not this input string belongs to the language of the underlying 
grammar. We shall formalize this statement in the next definition and prove it in 
Theorem 4.4. 
Definition 4.2. The relation I= (see Definition 3.4) operates in linear time if there are 
integers c, d such that 
(8, qo, ~2, E) rs1; ($, . . . , I, ?r) implies j s clwl+ e-k 
Example 4.3. We note that core-restriction is an essential condition bv considering 
the consistent parsing automaton of Fig. 5. 
For the relation k associated with this automaton we have 
(E, 10, ~2, E) I= (a, 01, a, E) k (aB’, 012’, a, (B + E)~) 
which means that k does not operate in linear time. 
b I 
Pig. 5. A parsing automaton for rhe grammar with the rules S + aB, B + E. 
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The proof of the announced theorem requires a theorem on context-free gram- 
mars which is rather obvious but could not be found in the literature. For complete- 
ness, we present its proof. 
eorem 4,l. For every cycle-free grammar there are integers a, b such that 
sof, First, we shtlw that the number 
e =max({m~3A~N:A~~}~{l}) 
(6) 
is well defined. It is not hard to prove the following implication for all A E N 
(Wn3m>a:A~,,~rn~~ies~~:(A~~n.Vn3rn>i::B~E:. (8) 
Using (8) one readily obtains a sequence A0 =5+ A1 d l * . d AiNl d E if e is not 
well defined by (7). This sequence must contain a cycle, which is a contradiction. 
Let I be the length of the longest right side of a production rule and define 
p = INI + 1. We prove that 
(9) 
by induction on 1 w I. We do the induction step first. Suppose, 1 WI a 2. Then, for some 
n Z= 1, vz 3 2 there are strings and numbers uch *hat 
and 
An * YlxlY2 ’ l l YtAmYm+l A Yl l l l Ym+l k> E pI Xl 
fi j=(l+s2)+(l+sj)+* * a+(l+s,,,) +ti+# ’ :+Gv (11) 
If naINI+I=p% then Al=+*A2=$*#. d AINI+ 1 contains a cycle. Therefore, 
12 G p - 1. From (‘7) we learn (1 + si) s (1 + le). ecause of (11) andi m 2 2 we have 
IwJ+* l l +Iw,,J=IwI and 
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so that the mduction hypothesis can be applied. We compute 
jS(l+Ze)n+(l+le;[(2p-l)(lw+l)-t-(p-l) +**a 
+(2p-l)(l4-1) +(P-1)l 
=(l+Ze)[(2p-l)(lw~~+* l l +Iwm~)-mp+n] 
S (1+ le)[(2p - 1$+21p +p - l] 
6 (1 + le)[(2p - l)(lwl - 1) +p - 11. 
This completes the induction step. The case Iw I = 1 A j z 0 is similar. We just replace 
(11) by the foIlowing claim 
so that 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem we use (7) if 1 w I= 0 and claim that it 
is suficient to choose Q = (1 + Ze)(2p - 1) and b = e. 
Theorem 4.2. Let the relation I= be derived (via Definition 3.4) from u core-restricted 
parsing automaton fir a cycle-free grammar. Then the relation k operates in linear 
time iff 
Proof. ‘If’: Let a and b be the integers according to Theorem 4.1. We claim that 
there is another integer p such that 
(13) 
We defer the proof of (13) for a moment and assume 
We ktlow Q =+z w. Therefore, we may write $ as )!I = $oX&~XZ l . l &,-I&~~ 
where 
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From the proof of (5) we know #a E LFU&(D) for some o so that we may apply (13) 
to conclude !&I c p. Obviously, j = 1 w I+ 1~1. Putting things together v& compute 
ql+a+(pb+b))l#l l ‘. x,l+pb=(l+a+pb+b)lwl+~~. 
We still have to verify (13). If there is no such con&ant p, then there must be some 
aX1 a . . X~U’E LRrC(H) where Xi =+* e and where n is larger than the number of 
items of degree k. Theorem 
[S]Sa[ ]%aX,[ 
By the choice of IZ for some 
[ ]iSXi+l”‘Xi[ 
into 
3.2 gives us a derivation 
],;ax~x*[ ],s-&xx~-*Xn[ ].&*. 
iCj WC;: have [ ]i =[ ]j. We may split 
1 i 
[ j,.~y[Ajp.B~u,U]=$y[Bj.S,V]~yy’[ ]i 
because of the structure of the item grammars. We note yy’ d E. [ ]i = [ ]i permits 
a continuation 
YY’II Ii * YY’YLA +P l BPu3 Ul 
so that 
[B -+ . 8, v] * y’y[A +p . B@r, u] 
and y’y d E. The item lemma implies Bv + Sv &, y’yBoy for some y whic)z 
contradicts (12). 
‘Only if’: Suppose 
so that 
Vn: S# f$a#“Bwny. 
Choose x such that cy +* x. 
jSz qm:(e,qOYrZIE)~((y~“,q,g*~q,,z,a)Aj~n. 
This proves that I= cbes not operate in linear time. 
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The next definition describes alarge class of grammars which satisfy (12). 
.3. Let Qh = {FI, . . . , F,} be a finite partition of C*#, A gra,mmar is an 
LR(@) grammar if 
S$cuAw~aawnS~yBxjcvByn3i:(w,y)cF;: l-m rln 1111 rm 
implies CUA = yB A x = y. 
The definition is from [7] except hat we omit the requirement that @ consists of 
regular sets. It is well known [7] that ee, ery LR(R) grammar is LR(@) for some & 
Lemma 4.3. LR(@) grammars satisfy (12) of Theorem 4.2. 
Proof. Suppose B a&, #Bw /! #a+ E. If w = E, then B =$ B which contradicts 
unambiguity. Hence, w # F. There are strings cy, z such that for all m, n 2 1 we have 
S % crBz $ c+Bwnz s a~ni,9mB~m~n~. (14) 
rm nn rm 
Useless variables are excluded so that B =$& x and #“B =$&, x for some x E Ct. 
Because of # # E these two derivations are different and can be split such that we 
have 
where pSy’ = ayy and C + y # D + 3. Inserting (15) into (14) yields 
A contradiction isimmediate if we can choose m, n such that { yw?, yw many} 2 lil: 
for some i. Such a choice is obviously possible ifwe note that Qz is a finite partition and 
{ yw ‘2 1 i > 0) is an infinite set. 
Theawem 4.4. The relation t= operates in linear time if it is derived from a core- 
restricted par&g automaton for an LR(@) grammar or from a consktlent, core- 
restricted parsbg automaton. 
of. Theorem 4.2, I;emnra 4.3 and Theorem 3.4. 
This theorem generalizes theorems from [2] and [13] in several ways. eorem 
5.13 of [2] states that b operates in linear time on words in the language of the 
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underlying rammar in the special case of a consistent LR{k) automaton. Its proof is 
rather informal and ,n,ot correct.3 The theorems and remarks in Section 9 of [f3] 
imply that, for a consistent, core-restricted parsing automaton, the parsing algoriWn 
described by I= halts on every input. Our theorem encompi%ses both i Laterdwnts and 
applies to a larger class of parsing algorithms including those which U(L: &scussed in 
Sections 6 and 7 of [7]. 
arsing mtomata 
In this section we shall show that the practical parsing methods of DeRemer and 
Pager are, bastd on core-restricted parsing automata. These au*omata re of 
manageable size for practical grammars whereas LR(R) automata have a prohibitive 
number of stalies for k 2 1 (cf. [4]). 
First, we shall discuss SLR(R) grammars. For this purpose we introduce the 
ahead-function by 
ahead(A) = ahead&I) = (u I%, w: S # $ ~Auw) rm 
and define the ahead-completion acompl(q’) of a state q”E (28 by 
acowl(q0) CL =Obcr . ##, u]l[A + cy . ~1 E q@ A u E ahead(A)). 
&&ion 5.1, The SLR(k)-automaton $9& =(Qs, V, &, qs, 8) is &hmi by 4s = 
acompl(& and Q, = {acompl(q’) 1 qc E Cl:> and 
bs(acompl(qo), X9 = acompl(&! (q’, X99. 
A grammar is an SLR (k) grammar if 8, is consistent. 
In less formal terms, we may say that the SLR(R) automaton may be obtained from 
the LR(0) automaton by replacing evlc :y item [A + ac . p] by the set {[A + 
a! . 6, u]l u E ahead(A)} without changing the structure of the automaton. 
We note ahead(A) zd, because there are no useless variables, so that 
acompl: Q,” + Qs is a bijection, and 6, is well defined. Using the item lemma it is 1):~ 
hard to verify that B, is a parsing automaton. !!ls is core-restricted bydefinition so,tb .& 
the SLR( k) parsing method hals all the desirable properties derived in Section 4 0ur 
SLR(k) definition agrees with the one given ig [13] where its relation to other 
SLR(k) definitions i  discussed. 
If we define the SLR(k) contexts by SLRC(A + /3) = LRCo(A + p) l ahead(A), 
then Lemma 3,3 as anplied to the LR(0) automaton implies 
$lt E SLRC(A --) p) 36 [A + /? . , u] E 8,” (qs, $9. 
3 The characteristic ofa situation must be defined in another way. The author is grateful to a referee for 
these hints concerning Theorem 5.13 of [ZJ. 
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This formula suggests an SLR(k) criterion similar to the LR(k) criterion of Theorem 
2.4. Following Backhouse [5] we call a grammar aBSD?(k) grammar if 
holds. The remarks following Theorem 4.5 of [S] claim that a grammar is BSLR(k) iff 
it is SLR(k). Unfortunately, this is not true. There is an SLR(2) grammar which is not 
BSLR(2) as may be seen by computing the SLR(2) automaton for the grammar with 
the rules S + al%, s’+ dBbd, S + Aab, A + 8, B + e. This automaton is consistent, 
whereas ab E SLRCz(A + E) and cbd E SLRCz(B + E). 
Using the methods of [23] one can even show that it is undecidable whether there is 
a k such that an arbitrary SL,R(2) grammar isBSLR(k). The next heorem describes 
the exact relationship between the two grammar classes. A proof is given in [lg]. 
Theorem 5.1. A grammar is BSLR(l) iff it is SLR(l). Every BSLR(k) grammar is 
SLR(k). 
Ncx~at weconsider the LALR(k) method. The LALR(k) automaton is obtained 
from tjle LR(k) automaton by merging states with equal cores. To be precise, define 
the luckahead-completion f any q” E QE by 
lcompl(q’) = {[ ]13q e QC: [ IE q A core(q) z= 40) = LI 4 
WC& 
core(q),=qo 
where Q, belongs to the LR(k) automaton. 
Example 5.1. We refer to Fig. 2 and comjpute 
Note that the last set of items i% not consistem so that G I of Fig. 2 is not an LALR( 1) 
gfdrnrhas according to the following definition. 
DeWtion 5.2. The LALR(k) automaton &I= (Ch, V, 61, q1,8) is defined by 4ac 
lcompl(q~) =qC and QI = {lcompl(q’) 1 q” E a,“> and by 
&(~compl(q”), X  = Icompl@ (qoP X)1. 
A grammar is an LAL (k) grammar if its LALR(k) automaton is consist3n.t. 
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The formula q” = core(lcompl(qO)) is immediate so that 81 is well defined. A simple 
sequence ofset manipulations shows that 81 is a parsing automaton. Core-restriction 
is immediate, too. Therefore, all the statements of Section 4 apply to LALR(kj 
automata. It is not immediate that the LALR(k) automaton may be computed 
without knowing the LR(R) automaton. We shall provide an algo itlxn later on 
(Algorithm &A). The next lemma can be used to verify that Fig. 3 shol ts an LALR(1) 
automaton. 
IL a 5.2. A parsing automaton % =r (Q, V, 6, qo, @ is the LALR(k) automaton iff 
(i) it is isomorphic to the LR(0) automaton (iris the function core in the sense of 
automata theory), 
(ii) its initial state agrees with the initial state of the LR(k) automc;ton, and 
(iii) 
[ ]Eq implies3~:S*(40,~)=qh[S]T(I[ ] 
for all q E 0. 
Proof, Assume that (i)-(iii) are tr:le. The reverse implication of (iii) is true, too, 
because of the definition of parsing automata. We define the inverse isomorphism 
corn@: Qz 3 Q by compl(core(q”)) = 4’ and compute 
c ]E ~oiiiipl(~~~ # 3+: S*(q,, #) = wmpl.(q’) A [S] % #[ ] 
% 3#: iSZ*(core(qJ, 4)) = core(compUqOI) h E I E S2(qC, #I 
# 3#: cordi% (cy,, @)I = 4’ A 1 1 E 8,” kk, clr) 
36 3qE(2,:core(q)=qc’A[ ]Eq 
x [ ]E lwmpl(~“). 
This proves compl = lwmpl as required. The only-if part is ztill simpler. 
For the remainder of this section we assume k = 1. 
efinition 5.3. A set q of items of degree one has a shift-reduce conflict if 4 cont& 
items[A+ar.a~,P]and[B+S.,a]. 
It has a reduce-reduce dnflict if it contains items [A -) fl. y a] # [B -N 6. , a]. 
em .3. The LALR(l) automaton has a shift-reduce conflict iff the LR(l) 
automccton has a shift-reduce conflict. 
Let ([A+r.ap,b], [l#+S.,a]}Sq~Qt. Then [B-*S.,a]Eq’ for some 
with core(q’) =core(q). By definition of core there is some c such that 
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The lemma doer not generalize to LALR(2) automata s may be seen by 
inspecting the grammar with the rules S + Aa, S 4?bb, S + dC, A + cb, B + C, 
C+Ab, C+Bba. 
Lemma 5.3 leads to Pager’s parsing method [27]. Suppose that we are given an 
LR( 1) grammar with an inconsistent LALR( 1) automaton. The inconsist’2ncy must 
be due to a reduce-reduce onflict (because of Lemma 5.3) and was introduced by 
merging two consistent states of the LR(1) automCaton. Can we prevent mergers 
which cause reduce-reduce conflicts? To provide some motivation for a formal 
discussion of this question we present the parameter&d, nondeterministic 
‘6 
Algorithm 5.A which computes parsing automata for arbitrary grammars. In this 
algorithm the merging process is cont,polled bya relation a on sets of items. 
Algorithm 5.A 
while 3X 3q E Q 136’ E Q : S&q, X) c q’ A core@,(q, x)) = COrdq’) 
do choose such X, q and let q’ := S,(q, X); 
if for some q’ E Q we have q’Rq’ 
then Q := Q\{q’} u Iq’ u q”} 
else Q := Qu{q’} fi 
od 
for all X for all q E Q such that 6&q, X) f: B) do 
choose q’ E Q such that S,(q, X) c q’ A core&&q, X)) = me(q’) 
and let 6(q, X) := q’; 
do 
Algorithm 5-A computes core- restricted automata whenever qRq’ implies 
core(q) = core(q’). Lemma 5.2 can be used to verify that it computes the LALR(R) 
autolmaton if R is defined by ‘qRq’ iff core(q) = core(q’)‘= In order 1:o prove properties 
for this algorithm we associate sets Q(i, R) with each relation R inductively by 
Q(O, R),= QG and by 
Q(i+l,R)=(quq lq94’EQ(i,R)AqRq’)uQ(i,R). 
We add 
Q(R) = 6 Q(i, R) 
i=O 
and note Q G Q(R) for all Q generated by Algorithm 5.~4. 
Hence, any parsing automaton computed by this algorithm is consistent if Q( 
With thetse notions we may precisely formulate the problem of dangerous mergers: 
Can we compute (with reasonable efliciency) relations R such that Q(R) is free of 
conflicts for LR(l) grammars? We shall now give. a formal presentation of Pager’s 
answer [2’7] in the framework of parsing a1atomata and item grammars. 
OH 5.4. A set q of items has a potential (reduce-reduce) conj%*t if there is a 
string @ such that Sg(q, JI) has a reduce-reduce onflict. In this case wf, write PC(q). 
A relation IQ is compatible if qlZq” implies 
core(q) = core(q’) A(iPC(q) A TPC(q’) > lPC(q uq’))* 
A parsing automaton iscompatible if i.ts et of states is contained in SOI ne Q(R) for a 
compatible r&tion R. 
#ample 9.2. We refer to grammar Gl of Fig. 2 and compute 
A+c.A, a,b 
B+c.dd, b,a 
A+.cA, a,b 
A+.dd, a,b 
I B+cdd.,b,a A+dd., I a,b ’ 
The resulting set of items has a reduce-reduce onflict between [B + cdd. , a] and 
[A -) dd =, a]. Hence, merging the sets {[A + c . A, a], [B + c . dd, b], [A 3. CA, a], 
[A + . dd, a]} and ([A +c.A, b], [l?+c.dd,a], [A+.cA, b], [A+. dd, b]} intro- 
duces a potential conflict. If we apply Algorithm 5.A we must not merc~e these two 
sets if inconsistent s ates are to be avoide 
Compatible relations do not introduce new potential conflicts. Moreover, the next 
lemma states that in this way they prevent he introduction of conflicts. 
Lemma 5.4. For compatible relations Q(R) is consistent ifl the LR(l) automaton is 
consistent. A compatible automaton of degree one is consistent iff the LR( 1) automaton 
is consistent. 
Assume that QC is consistent and that q E C?(R) has a conflict. It must be ** 
reduce-reduce onflict (cf. the proof of Lemma 5.3). Hence, PC(q), and PC(q’! for 
some q’ E Q,. Thus, 6: (q’, (I) E QC has a conflict for some @ which is a contradictkv 
Considering Q, c C(R) completes the proof. 
Of course, we still do not know how to compute compatible relations. A partial 
answer is provided by the next lemma. 
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E pie 5.3. We refer to Gl and to the previous example. We note 
[B-v. dd, b]e 
and 
A+c.A, a 
B-*c.dd,b 
A+.cA, a 
A+.dd, a - 
A[A+.dd,b]e 
A+c.A, b 
B+c.dd,a 
A-+.cA, b 
A+.dd, b 
[B+c. dd]#[A . +.dd]A[‘B+cdd.]#[A+dd.] 
and 
[P+c.dd,I]~dd[B+cdc?.,~]~~[A+.dd,I]$dd[A+dd.,~_] 
which fulfils the right-hand side of the condition of Lemma 5.5. 
Proof of Lemma 5.5. We use three formulae which are consequences of I7 c 
N x‘(M u C\(l))* and the item lemma: 
[A+cu.&a]&,h[C-)y.,d]u!fa 
z Vc:[A-*~.p,c]&,&fC+y.,d], (1) 
[A+cL&L]&[C+~,_L] t Va:[A-u.p,a]&[C+y.,a], (2) 
>:- Vc:[A-,cu.B,C];~[C-*y.,a]. (3) 
A simple application of (2) proves ‘<’ of the lemma. Qn the other hand, if 
PC(ql u (12) A lPC(ql) A +Tjqz), then there are strings and items such that 
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First, we assume a# a?. Eq. (1) and core(ql) = core(qz) and (5) imply 
But (6) A (7) contradicts lPC(q2). The case b # d is symmetric. Hen :e, a = b = d. 
In add?&on, [A-,a.~]#[B+p.a] because of (4 Assume 
7 ([A + ct . /3, I] =P $[C + y . , I]). Then core(ql) = core&) and (5) ni&d (3) - recall 
a =: d - yield (7) which is again a contradiction. A symmetric argument applies to 
lI[B-*p.rr,L]~*~[D-,8.,1]). 
In order to test the condition of Lemma 5.5 we define a relation (r, BY 
[ 
A-,tLXp 
B+p.Xm cc I[ 
A-*ax*p forallX 
B-5)pX.u I ? 
Straightforward induction shows 
We nllste that the recursive procedure suggested in [27] computes p*. Any transitive 
closure algorithm may be used for this purpose as well. Let R, be defined such that 
@?,Q iff core(ql) = core(qz) and 
V[A+cu.&a]EqlV[B-*p.u,b]Eq2: 
a#bv[A+a.@]=[B+p.u]v 
Lemma 5.5 and the above observation show that R, is compatible so that Q(.K,) is 
consistent ifI we start with an LRU) ’ . ammar. Obviously, PC(qr v 42) if Iql&q2 
and core(ql) = curc;clz). Hence, la, rtirces Algorithm 5.A to compute a minimal 
consistent core-restricted automaton. Of course, this is the LALR(1) automaton for 
LALR(1) grammars. A simple proof shows that it is sulfficient to tesa for 
‘ess(&&ess(&’ instead of ‘~IR,q2’ in the algorithm where es&) = 
([A+k/3,a]EqIa#&}. 
The next lemma may be used to define a compati.h!e merging relatio:l (called 
‘weak’ in [27]) which is simpler than 6’ 
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then 
core(ql) = core(q2) A 1 PC(qd A sPC(q2) A PC(ql u q2), 
The proof is not difficult if Lemma 5.5 and the method of its proof are used. Again 
the test may be restricted to ess(ql) and ess(q2). 
Algorithm 5.A was programmed by a student in PL/I and run on a Burroughs 
j777QO. Execution times for practical grammars (ALGOL, EULER, r‘!: /I) were about 3 
knutes which included a lot of time spent on preparing a readabk listing of the 
c~~mputed automaton. Testing for q&q2 amounted to less than 5% of the execution 
times. This verifies Pager’s claim that R, gives rise to a practical general method for 
constructing LIX(1) parsers. 
6. LL(k) grammars 
In this section we shall apply our theory of item grammars to LL(k) grammars, We 
begin with a simple lemma connecting leftmost and rightmost derivations. AS usual, 
we define 
L(#)={XEP*~&X}. 
Lemma 6.1. 
B&vA#implies3w:(o&w~Vz~L($):B&uAz), 
Im rm 
B $ OAZ implies 34!c (I,+ & z A VH) E L(o): B &+ WA+). rm 1x81 
b Use induction on the length of the derivations for B. 
Lemma 6,l is similar to lemmata of [22] and [33]. 
Definition 6.1. A grammar is an LL(k) grammar if
(1) 
(2) 
implies y = S. 
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Lemma 6.2. For LL(k) grammars, if 
[S]%#?[A+cu.&u]*[S]&@3+p.~,v] ACrst(@u)nfirstqv)##& 
Proof. The given derivations can be refined such that 
[ ]i = [Ai+ai.pip ui:/ and [ ]:= [Bi+Pi. vi, Vi]. 
Suppose that there is a first index i such that 
Next we show 
make CY, # & APi 
tip@; = E. The choice of i and the structure 
Z E impossible. Assume pi =&II Cyi # E. Then 
of the item grammar 
[Ai-l+ai-l. pi-19 ui-1]*#i[Ai+ai*pi, ui]h@i#E, 
[I I i-1 = [Ai-1+ai-l l pi-19 vi-1]+#i[Bi+. cry, Vi]A $: =E* 
Hence, pi-1 2nd consequently $i l l l &, = +I l l 9 &,t = #i+, l * l #;I start with B; 
Therefore, there is zome j such that 
which means that “j-1 starts with Bi SO that Bi is left-recursive. This is impossib%i: for 
,L(k) grammars (see e.g. [2, Lemma 8.31). Thus, pi = e’h (YI + e is ruled out, 
Likewise, gt # E /\ ai = E can be ruled out. 
We arrive at pi=a:=e A@i=@i=e AAi= 
+pdr,v] (4) 
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where q = #i+l l l l $,, = &+I l l 8 @Lo. An application of the item lemma to (4) yields 
2, 2’ with 
p#i & @UZ A UiVi $ VUVZ’ 
rm rm 
so that 
firs+( BiUi) f? filYSt(~iVi) # Ib. 
USing [.A,: + cuj . pi] = [Bj + pi. oi] for j < i one proves by induction 
Vjsi3Wj,&Jj:S# sWjA$ljh{Uj,Vj}EfiISt(&lj). *_ _* kL1.a 
Summing u’;), we obtain w, o such that 
0 # firSt( pi&) n firSt(~iVi) C firSt( &O) n firSt(C$kJ). 
The LL(k) COP Sition yields pi = U+ 
We conclude that there is no index i with [Ai + &yi. pi] # [Bi *pi. vi]. Therefore, 
one of the two derivations of (3) is a prefix of the other one if the Ui’s and vi’s are 
omitted. This proves the lemma. 
In order to give an LL(k) criterion in terms of parsing automata we introduce the 
notion of LL(&) consistency. 
Definitlan 6.2. A set q of items is U(k) consistent if
implies y = S. A parsing ztitsmaton is LL(k) consistent if all its states are. 
We note that the position of the dot is the same in this definition as the position of 
the E-nonterminals used m Brosgol’s LL(k) criterion [6]. 
Theorem 6.3. A grammar is LL(k) iff its LR(k) automaton is LL(k) consistent. A
grammar is LL(k) iff it has a wnsistent parsing automaton. 
Proof. The second statement is an immediatle consequence of the first one if we note 
that for any parsing automaton ?l and any state q of the LR(k) automator!! zhere is a 
state of ‘$8 which conttins q. For the proof of the first statement we have to slhw that a 
grammar is LL(k9 iff 
[S] & @[A 4. /3, u] A [S] % $[A + . 0; v] n first( pu) n first(m) 35 0 (5) 
implies p = V. 
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‘Only if’: Lemma 6.2 says 
If ,@ # u these derivations have positive lengths and imply that A is ) eft-recursive 
which is impossible for LL(R) grammars ( ee e.g. 12, Lemma 8.33). 
Hence, /3 = CT which had to be shown. 
‘If’ : Suppose 
There are strings M, X, v, y such that 
t/G $ ux h l/9 $ vy A first(@?u) n first(w) it 0. 
Lemma 6.1 and the item lemma give us. a string w su&h that 
An application of (5) yields p = v as required. 
Testing for the LL(k) condition and parsing LL(R) grammars for k 3 2 is not easy. 
The algorithms given in the literature either require a grammatical trar&rmation 
(as in [U]) or the computation of ‘local follow sets’ (as in [2, Section? 5.11). ‘he above 
theorem provides for a (theoretically) simple LL(k) test. The idea to use parsing 
automata can be extended to LL(k) parsing. The following relatiorr u describes a
top-down parsing algorithm which is deterministic iff the underlying automaton is 
LL(kj consistent. The relation is defined by 
(aw, qaq& l l l q?lXbbG 41x1 l ’ ’ qm 
for all a E 2, w e Z*, Xl, . . . , X, E V and all states q, 41, . . . , qn and by 
(uw, @qA 0 9 l qnIxm)Qt~~W, 41 Yl ’ l ’ ~rAY&qlx1 b l l qmlxa) * 
v %:[A+. Yp- Ya,. v]e q n u e first( Yl . l l Y&v) 
h Qi: S*(q, YI 9 l l Y,) = cfi. 
. (W#,qoh§yy#,E) ~-vEUG)* 
oaf. lTl*ductioin o  j proves that 
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A implies that there are states q, 41, . . . , q&,41,. . . , qm, qi, . z . , qk such tl .at 
(wyt # 9 q&)s” (yt # 9 qAq& 9 l l GCid 
and such that for all 6, u 
EnhUEfirSt(~Zi+~“‘Z~#) implies [Zj+.fl,U]Eqg. 
This proves half of the theorem. The other half is still simpler. 
From n one easily derives a grammar with nonterminals inQ x V and rules of the 
formsqA+qlY1 l 9 8 q,,, Y, and qa + a which generate L(G). This grammar is strong 
LL(K) if G is LL(R) and if an LL(R) consistent automaton was used. A constrlsction 
with the same effect was given in [3 11. Its proof can be adapted to our construction. 
Our next heorem is a corollary to Lemma 6.2.. It is well known and several proofs 
have been given [3,17,29,31,33]. The proof in [31] uses an LR(k) definition which 
is not equivalent to the usual LR(R) definitions (see %$ Theorem 2.251). The proofs 
in [ 17,291 are informal and very sketchy. The proof in [3] is convincing but only [33] 
contains aformal (and long) proof. 
Theorem 6.5. Buery LL(k) grammar is LR(k). 
Proof. We have to show (see Theorem 3.4) that 
[S]$+[A+a ., u]h[S];9[B-+P.~,u]hrsEfi~t(a))haE~V*VIE) 
implies [A -, cy .] = [B + p . a]. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.2 and 
the structure of the item grammar. 
It has been claimed [ 1] that every LL( 1) grammar isLALR( 1) and even SLR( 1) [3, 
Exercise 7.4.61. This is not true. The grammar with the rules 
is a counterexample b cause it is LL( 1) and not LALR( 1). Applying the methods of 
[23] to this example one can even prove that it is undecidable whether for an 
arbitrary LL( 1) grammar there is a k 3 0 such that it is LALR(R). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to restrictions fcs~ LL( 1) grammars which 
make them LR@ or LALR(l). We need a rather techni;;al lemma. 
Lemma 6.6. For LL(k) grammars 
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and 
imply 
[C+&[A+.E]I\[C+.S];[B+.E] > y=b 03) 
roof. Starting with the derivations given in (9) we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 
6.2 to obtain strings such that y # 8 and 
[C+.r_&q[A+a., u]nEC-,.s,t]S72[B~p,a,u] (10) 
and 
S # 2 wC0 A first(qu) n first(qatl) G fir+@) n first(b). 
A violation of the LL(k) condition is immediate if +q ** n for some x + 6. Hence, 
I_,(q) = (E}. If q # 8 there is a nonterminal A with L(A) = {e). Therefore, 7; = E so that 
(10) yields Q) = p = E. If CT = E, then we apply (8) to the cores of (10) and obtain 7 = 6 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, 0 # F. 
Theorem 6.7, For k > 1 every e-free LL(k) grammar is LR(k - 1). 
Proof, Note that E-free LL(k) grammars atisfy (7) and (8) of Lemma 6.6. If the 
grammar is not LR(k - 1) we have derivations (see Theorem 3.4) 
[S] & $[A -+ a .,x1 and [S]&[B+p.c,y] 
in the item grammar of degree k - 1 such that 
x, y E Sk-“-l I\XffirStk-~(~y)h~EZ’V*~{&}A~A~a.]#[B-*p.aj. 
Using the item !emma twice we find letters a, b such that (9) can be ai;i;kd with 
l4 = xa and v = yb. We obtain a~ = E so that A + E is a production rule. This is a 
contradiction. 
, 
An LL( 1) grammar is LALR( 1) if every nonterminal produces at least 
on#e nonempty word and if 
EC+. y];[A -+.E]~I[C+.G];[B +.E] implies r=S. 
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sof. Suppose that the LALR(l) automaton is not consistent. Then we find a state 
4 and items such that 
and 
a E XV* v (8) ii a E first(&). 
By definition of the LALR( 1) automaton (Definition 5.2) we find in letter c and a state 
q of the LR(1) automaton such that 
[A +tr.,a]Eqh[B-*p.u,c]Eq 
which implies 
for some #. Note that a E first&&X is trivial because of k - 1 = 0. Lemma 6.6 says 
o # E. In this case a E first(&) implies a z first@) so that q is not con:sistent because 
of (11). This is a contradiction because tht: grammar is LR(1) by Tlleorem 6.5. 
It may seem that Theorem 6.8 imposes strong restrictions on LL(i) grammars. 
However, they are weak enough to apply to the usual LL( 1) grammar for arithmetic 
expressions. This grammar has the rules 
and is obtained by eliminating left-rezursion from the grammar in Fig. 3. 
Theorem 6.8 does not generalize to k > 1 because there is an E-free LL(2) 
grammar which is not LALR(k) for all k 2 0. The grammar with the rules 
S+Aa,A+c,S+Bb,B-*c,S+dC,C+Ab,C+Ba 
is an example of this kind. It is even a strong LL(2) grammar. 
7. LCjk) grammars 
A number of theorems and tests for EC(R) grammars have appeared in the 
literature [2,6,8,30,33,34]. However, proofs tend to be long, and difficult to state 
formally. In fact, no pr G.& were given until [8,33]. In this section we see that LC(K) 
theory is made more tractable by using the p;rrsing automata approach. We use the 
LC(k) definition of [33,34] as the basis of our discussion. This definition is 
equivalent o the definitions used in [6,8] and differs from the original definition 1301 
only for a technical reason. (Proofs are given in [NJ.) We shall not make use of these 
facts and, therefore, we neither prove the eqaaivalences nor even state the other 
!Qk) definitions. 
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01p 7.1. A grammar isan K(k) grammar if 
S# ~~Awj~X~whfi~tiBW)nfirst(or)#01\ 
rm im 
b $A == oB n DX = ;dy 
hold true for all choices of strings. 
il) 
ia 
Mote that (2) is part of the LR(k) criterium of Theorem 2.5. We shall see presently 
that B test for the LC[k) condition can be based on the LR(R) automaton. 
Definitiom 7.2. A set q of items is LC(k) consistent if it satisfies (3) and (4). 
[A+.x~,u]~qh[B-,y.X6,v]~qhfirst(~u)nfirst(dv)fP)~ 
>[A+.Xfl]=[B+y.X8], (3) 
[A-,.e,u]cqh[D -,.~,?,]EqA8E~V’U(E}AU~firSt(~V)) 
> [A+.s]=[D+.S]. (4) 
Otherwise, q has a left-comer conflict. A parsing automaton is L@(k) consistent if all 
its states are. Otherwise, it has a Ze&orne~ conflict. 
Note that (4) is part of (the usual) consistency. 
emma 7.1. L@(k) consistent LR(k) automata satisfy 
[A-,a!.p,u]~qA[B-*y.S,v]Eqna!feAy#e 
A firsti pu) n first(su) f 0 :, 
~[AwY.~]=[B+Y.S]. (5) 
roof. We use induction on the length\ of 4 to shwJv that (5) holds for 8,” igo #)# The 
trivial. Otherwise, let 9 == OX. Given the state q = 6,” (qE, wX) and items 
the hypothesis of 5) we find strings CT’, y’ such that QI = ar’X A y = 7% 
.3ence, for q’ = 8F(qC, W) w,e have 
IX +d.>)39&f]E4’tA + y’ l xi, v]eq’ 
A first Iu) n first (6) 
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The induction hypothesis is applicable if y’ f E A cy ’ # c. Otherwise, cy ’ = E or yl = E 
and we apply (3) to (6). 
. LC(k) consistent LRik) automata are consistent. 
Proof. 
that 
Suppose that there is a state q of the LR(k) automaton containing items 
The case Q! = y = c is trivial because of (4). Lemma 7.1 is applicable if or f E A y P F. 
Two cases remain to be considered. 
Casel: tx#eny= c. Because of ar # E we have q f: qC so that there is an item 
[C + p . u, v’] E q such that 
An application of the item lemma gives us first(&) c first(au’) so that PA E first(&). 
Lemma7.lgivesus[A--,ar.]=[C-*p.~]whichimplies~=~sothat[C-+p.,v’]= 
[B -+ .6, v] contradicting p # E. 
Case 2: a! = E /\ y # &. Again, q # qC so that there is an item [C + p . c, u’] E q with 
. 
[Cjp.u,u’]~~rA-,.~,u]hp f~. (7) 
Again, u E first(au’) so that u G first(c&) n first(&). From Lemma 7.1 we learn 
[C + p . a] = [B + y .a] so that a E XV* u {E]-. But, (7) is impossible unless j > 0, i.e., 
a E NV*. This is a contratdiction. 
Theorem 7.3, A grammar is LC(k) iff its LR(k) automato;rl is L@(k) consistent. A
grammar is LC(k) iff it has an LC(k) consistent parsing automaton. 
Proof. The second statement is a consequence of the first one because for any 
parsing automaton % and any state q of the LR(k) automaton there is a state of % 
which contains q. We turn to the first statement. Using the item lemma it is easy to see 
that (1) and (3) are equivalent. Only (2) and (4) remain to be considered. Let the 
grammar be LC(k) and suppose that we are given a state q and items according to (4). 
Then there is a string @ such th%t 
q=&f(q,,$) and [S]~IJI[A-*.E,U~*[S];~[D-*.S,V] 
and 
for some strings w, z because of the 
immediately if S G C*. Orherwise, 8 
item lemma. Recall u E 
=ay 
first(&). We 
y contains at 
apply i.2) 
least sne 
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nonterminal. For some X, C, z’, z”, 1’ we obtain 
An application of (2) to (8) and (9) yields uy = 2’ which contradicts r~iy =axz’k’. 
This theorem provides a (theoretically) simple LC(L) test. It does not involve a 
grammatical transformation asall the o r tests given in the literature [6,3 I, 33) 
where the tests of [6, 311 have not been proven. For k = 1 we can do more. We 
provide a practical LC( 1) test by proving for all compatible automata b;T;ee D finition 
5.4) that a grammar isLC( 1) iff the automaton is LC( 1) consistent. The proof needs a 
preparatory lemma. For this lemma we shall call a parsing automaton closed if 
[ ]EQA[ I&_ ]’ implies [ ]‘Eq 
for all its staies q. We note that IX(k) automata and compatible automata are closed. 
Lemma 7.4. A closed parsing automaton of degree one is not consisten’ if there is a 
state q such that 
holds true for some items. 
Proof. Obviously, the state S*(q, X0) is not consistent if @= ,S. Therefore, let p + 6. 
Then, @5 # E and for some n a0 and some items there are derivaticns 
Suppose that here is no maximal integer .nt a 0 such that derivations ofthis kind exist. 
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Then there are integers i <j such that 
Therefore, we easily obtain (as in the proof of Theorem 4.2) strings +, Q w such that 
D +* @w and q5 =++ E. Now we apply Lemma 4.3 and find that the grammar is not 
LR(1). Therefore, our parsing automaton isnot consistent. 
Hence, we may assume that PZ is maximal. The case & = 6, is similar to ltke case 
p = 6 considered above. Therefore, assume & # 8, and, without loss of generality, 
let 6, # E. Then 
[B,, -) iflXn. S,, a] & [E 3. E, a] 
for some E. The state S*(q, Xl l 9 9 X=) contains [& + a,&. &, a] and [E 31. E, a] 
and is inconsistent if &, = E. Otherwise, if &, # E, t en 
for some D. If D = E, then n was not maximal. If D # E, then S(q, Xl . 9 9 X,,) is 
inconsistent. 
Theorem 7.5. A compatible parsing automaton ofdegree one is LC(1) consistent iff
the grammar is EC(l). 
Proof. The only-if part of the theorem is a consequence ofTheorem 7.3. Let the 
grammar be LC(l). The compatible automaton is consistent bjy Theorem 7.3, 
Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 5.4. This proves that (4) of Definition 7.2 is satisfied. In 
addition, Lemma 7.4 is applicable. We turn to (3) of Definition 7.2 and assume 
and claim [A 3. Xp1= [B + y . XS]. Lemma 7‘4 yields a contradiction if a = b A 
(/38 =+* E). Hence, assume a f b v l(@ +* e). In this case we claim 
Vd: first( /3d) n first(Sb) =s 8v Vd: first( pa) n first(bd) # 0. 
We consider three cases for the proof of this claim. 
Case 1: {a} # first@a) n first(6b). ThEs intersection isnot empty- so tkat 
3cE~,wW~*:BScwhCE~:nt(~b) 
and 
Vd: first( &f) R first(6b) # 0. 
Case 2: first( pa) nfirst(8b) # {b}. Symmetric to Case 1. 
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Case 3: (a) = first@a) n first(SL,) =(6). This implies a = b SO that we arrive at 
1 (fl+* &) v ~(8 ** E) which is a simple case. 
By definition of compatible parsing automata we find states 41 and 9~ cbf the LR(1) 
automaton such that 
A 36: {[A --) o Xfl, a], [B + y . X8, d])c qzm (11) 
The LR( 1) automaton isLC(1) consistent SO that (10) A (11) proves the claim. 
Corolky 76. An LALR( I) grammar isLC( 1) iffikr LALR( 1) automaton is LC( 1) 
consistent. 
This corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.5. e give two 
examples which disprove some obvious conjectures related to Corollary 7.6. 
The first grammar isLC( 1) and not LALR( 1). Its LALR( 1) automaton is not LC( 1) 
consistent. This is immediate if the states $? (ql, C) = 8; (41, dC) and 8:: (41, c’.) = 
Ef (ql, dCF) are computed. The grammar has the rules 
S+dD,S+Aa,S-*Bb,A+CF,B+CE, 
C-,c,E+F,F+&,D+Ab,D+Ba. 
The second grammar is again LC(1) and not LALR(l). However, its LALR(l) 
automaton is.LC(l) consistent. The grammar has the rules 
S+dD,S+Aa,S+Bb,A+C,B+C,C+c,D+Ab,D+Ba. 
This example shows that the next theorem is not a trivial consequence of Corollary 
7.6> 
eorem 7.7. An s-free grammar is LC(l) iff its LALR(l) automaton is LC(1) 
consistent. 
Proof. The only-if part is a consequence of Theorem 7.3. Let the grammar b:, I C(l; /I 
A.3 there are no e-rules it is sufficient to prove (3) of Definition 7.2. Assume 
for some items and some state q of the LA R(1) automaton. Ry kfinifion 
(Definition 5.2) there are states qB, qA of the LR(l) automaton such that 
&or Rome ci, c”. If /3 # E or S # E, then fkst( pd) n first(&) if 8 or fir&( @a) A fir&%) # 0 
so that the LC(l) coslsistency of qA and qB implies [A + . X8] = [B + y l X6] as 
required. 
erefore, assume 
qA = q;2 and LC(1) con 
or qB is the initial state, then 
either qA nor qB is the 
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initial state and we find items such that 
~s~[CB~~B-(I~~,C~~]T[A-,.X,~]~ 
~B~[~B~~B*~B,~B].~[B~~.~Y,cI, 
qA3[Ca~PA.aA,aAl;[A~.~~,a]h 
qB3[D*~11Aa~~,c~]~[~~y.X,E] 
and PB # E h IsA f: e h qB # 8 n qA # E. The absence of E-rules and the item lemma 
imply 
Lemma 
first(uBaB) 2 first(Xa”) =first(%) s first(&cB). 
7.1 yields 
[~B~PB.~B~=~~B~~~E~.~BI~ 
Likewise 
Because of core(qA) = core(&) there are letters b, d such that 
using Lemma 7.1 again we find [ CB + PD. (BB] = [CA -b pA . uAl]. 
Summing up we obtain items such that c 
We consider three cases. 
C4zsel: [C-+P.U,cA]~*[B~y.X,Q]. Then{[~-,y.X,a],[A-*.X,a]}cqA 
gnd[B+y.X]=[A 9. X] because qA is LC(l) consistent. 
case 2: [C + p . 0, as] a* [A + . X, a]. Symmettic to Case 1. 
cad: l([C~p.~,CA]~*[b)~Y.X,a])hl([C~p.~,aB]~*[A-*.X~a]). 
Recalling [C + p . 8, CB j ** [I3 -+ y . X, a] and [C + p . a, aA] ** [A *. X, a] we 
see that Case 3 is impossible unless CJJ = a c. aA =E a and [C 3 p . o, -L] ** [B + 
y.x,~]A[C+p.tT#i+*[~ 4 . X, _L] (cf. (l)-(3) of the proof of Lemma 5.5). This 
yields 
] by the LC(l) consistency of q.& 
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We shall close this section with two inclusion theorems for the class of LC(k) 
grammars, We start with a theorem which was stated in [30] and not proven until 
[331 . 
eorem 7.8. Every LL(k) grammar is CC(k). Every LC(k) gramma-* is LR(k j. 
Proof. The second statement is a consequence of Lemma 7.2. Let the grammar be 
U(k) and consider the LR(k) automaton. The grammar is LR(k) by Theorem 6.5 
which proves (4) of Definition 7.2. Given items according to (3) of this definition we 
find a string 9 su 
Lemma 6.2 says 
It one of these two derivations has 
nonterminal which is a contradiction. 
positive length, then X is a left-recursive 
We know (Theorem 6.7) that s-free LL(l) grammars are L,R(O). The last example 
preceding Theorem 7.7 shows that E-free LC(1) grammars need nr;t even be 
LALR(l). However, adding a very weak form of unique invertibility makes E-free 
LC(l) graznmars LASR( 1). 
Theorem 7.9. An E-free LC( 1) grammar is L.ALR( 1) if for all A + ax@, B + Y, 
C-,YEll 
cwW[A+ct.XP]&[B +. Y]rt[A-+cr..XjFJ &[C+. Y] 
implies B = C. (12) 
A grammar obviously 
productions, i.e*, if 
(12) if it is uniquely invertible with respect 
B-B YEJT.IC+YEU implies B:=C. 
This implication holds for the usual grammar for arithmetic expressions given in Fig. 
3 h:o that (12) is not as strong a restriction as it lmay seem. 
Shift-reduce conflicts are ruled out by Lemma 5.3 and 
Lemma 7.2. Assume tiat there is a state q of the LALR(1) automaton with items 
[A +a.,a]~q,[B-,&,a]~:q.TheLAL (1) arutomaton is core-restricted, ere- 
fore, ~1 is a suffix of 8 or S is a suffix of Q! (see (1) of Section 4). We consider three 
cases. 
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Case 1: lcvl a 2 A It312 2. There are strings /3, y such that LY = &VY and 6 = 7XY 
for some X, Y. By definition of the LALR(l) automaton (Definition 5.2) SW find a 
state 4 of the LR(l) automaton such that 
for some a^. The absence of &-ruke implies fir&( Yi;) = fnst( Yu) so tthat Lemma 7.1 
gives us A + flXY = B + yXY as required. 
Case2: IdYIa2i+s(E(= 1. T?iere is a string ~3 such that cy = /3XY and S = Y for some 
X, Y. For some & and some state 4 of the LR(l) automaton we have 
There must be an item [C 30. Da, b] E tf such that p # E and [C -+ 
p.Da,b]+*[B+. Y,a 1. The item lemma says first( Ya) 6 first(DttB). Using 
first( Ya) = first( Ya^) we obtain first( Y6) n first(Dcb) # 8.. An application of Lern,m;\ 
7.1 gives us 
[A+X. Y]=[C+p.Du] sothap [A+X. Y,b]&B+. Y,a]. 
As in the proof of Lemma 5.5 we use xhe obxwious facts 
-i([A+X. Y, &+[B +. Y,LJ)/\[A+@X. Y,b]%[B-+. Y,a]> 
> [A+pX. Y,&[B*. Y,a]. (14) 
If (13) is applicable, then {[A + @X u Y, a^], [B 3. Y, a]} c ij which contradicts the 
LC( 1) consistency ofthe LR( 1) automaton. Otherwise, (14) is applicable. E%ecause 05 
[A + @XY. , U]E q there is a state 4’ of the LB(l) automaton contaiaing [A + 
@X. Y,a], and [B-+. Y, a] becaus;e of (14). Again, LC(1) consistency is violated. 
Cast 7: Ia! I= Is[ = 1. There is a letter Y such that ar I== S = Y. There must be states 
Q,q’ of the LR(1) automaton and letters 6, a’ snch that 
{[A 3. Y, a], [B + . Y, al,i s 4 and ([A+. X, ali, [B + * Y, a’]) G q’. 
If (3 = 4’ the LC(l) condition dphes A + Y = I3 + Y as required. Assume 4 # q’. 
Then one of the states d,q’ is not the initial state of the LR( 1) automaton. Let 4 be 
different from the initial state& Therr: must be items 
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Using 
0 # first! 13) n fIrst( Ya) C_ first(oc) n first(qd) 
and Lemma 7.1 we obtain [C + p . c] = [.V + 1:. q]. Using the assur ptions of the 
theorem we arrive at A = B as rec;nired3 
Lt~~rn g ammars and parsing automata provide a unifying framework for deriving 
general theorems in a formal way with reasonable effort. On this basis, even the 
complicated method of [27] may be dealt with formally on a few pages It seems that a 
slight extension ofthe framework may bs used for the elimination of unit productions 
as described in [28, lS]- Notions such as ‘viable prefix’, ‘LR(k) table’, ‘e-free first 
function’, ‘postponement se ’, ‘comig-group’, ‘lane’ may be discarded. Other notions 
riuch as ‘collection of sets of items’, ‘GOTO-function’ are given simple inter- 
pretations. 
The LR(k) automaton provides (theoretically) simple LL(k) and LC(R) tests and 
may be used to a. id ‘local follow sets’ [2] in the LL(k) parsing algiorithm. Efficient 
LC(l) tests can be based on compatible parsing automata. Item grAmmars and 
parsing automata re useful when proving theorems relating LR parsing to LL, 
LC and other parsing methods uch a precedence parsing and strict deterministic 
parsing [ 181. 
We conclude that iter grammars and parsing automata re useful tools in parsing 
theory. 
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